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Welcome!
I know there is a reason you clicked-through and I can’t wait to 
share one of my favorite key lessons with you.   

• Are you ready to think differently?   

• Un-stick what’s stuck?   

• Get on a road that moves you into where and who you 
want to be in the workplace? 

 

I created the Pie Chart Alignment Tool™ to identify people, 
places, and situations that get you off track.  Getting off track keeps you from meeting your 
business goals.  Anything that takes you away from your core priority of managing people to 
achieve success, is a business concern.   

But it’s not just about business.  It’s about You!  I’m equally concerned with your personal 
development.  As a mid-level manager, in charge of individual contributors, you have a heavy 
burden.  My goal is to help you understand how to manage daily stress and make sure you are 
working towards your goals (and dreams) and maintain life balance and build a personal brand.  
If you are not balanced in one place, all of you is out of alignment.  If you are like me, when one 
thing is out of whack, I compensate elsewhere, and that takes a hefty toll.  And believe me, it 
shows up in everything I do.  And others notice.  It’s exhausting.   

Today, you take a big first step on the path to finding purpose, balance, and joy in the 
workplace. Taking the time to remember what we like about our work, slowing down to think 
about why we do what we do, what we have to offer and how we can show up as our best self, 
and getting tools to keep this on track, regardless of the circumstances, timing and people 
involved is a core competency in your workplace.  Frankly, in your whole life.     

What makes me the expert on this?   I have 32 years in execuRve posiRons at mulR-million-
dollar organizaRons and entrepreneurial enterprises. I’m a C-Suite advisor on growth with deep 
producRvity experRse. I deliver leading-edge content on employee engagement and purpose to 
drive profits while staying laser-focused on metrics and messaging alignment. I have scaled 
some of the largest programs in the country.  While I have good stories, I have even beVer 
lessons. And I have a sense of humor about it all.   I am the author of Managing Annoying 
People and the Aligned Workplace Blog.  My advice has been featured in Glamor, Reader’s 
Digest, Fast Company, Huff Post, MSN, and HR.Com.   

If you manage up and manage down and are annoyed all the way around – you are in the right 
place.   Let’s get on the road.  

It’s your time to be Audacious!  
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The 3 steps in this exercise will provide new insight into your current work 
situation, relief from the pressure, and clarity on what to do next.  This 
exercise will assist in: 

• Identifying what you are reacting to instead of managing your time- how 
big, wide and deep is the problem? 

• identifying what takes you out of alignment with organizational and 
personal goals 

• Identifying what puts you in alignment to be a real contributor 

It’s specifically designed to help you quanRfy the Rme you spend on responsibiliRes and if they 
add to the boVom line.  Finding your true purpose in the organizaRon is criRcal to individual 
moRvaRon, team producRvity and growth, and long-term success.  

Step 1:  Honest Assessment  

IdenRfy where your Rme and effort are out of "whack" with your prioriRes, job role, and 
company's mission.  By compleRng an honest (true) assessment of what you spend your Rme 
addressing (in a day, week, month, year), you can see what is sucking your Rme and effort. 

Step 2:  Into Aligned State 

Align to what you want to be doing, what was promised in this role, and the type of manager 
you aspire to be.  

Step 3:  Close the Gap 

Analyze how you spend your Rme vs. what you really should be doing to meet your role and 
organizaRonal prioriRes.  Ma1p out a plan to re-set your Rme and efforts aligned with your 
prioriRes, organizaRonal role, and overall business mission.   

 

Big Picture Directions: 

1. Step-by-step explanations are included with each section. 
2. Start with your sense of how much time you spend and where 

and how to categorize your work.  That’s the real test – to think 
more conceptually about your functions and where they fit into 
the bottom line.   

3. Take notes on your resistance, observations, and ability to dig 
into what is going on.  If you can’t look at it and write it down, 
you can’t even begin to change it.    
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™
QuanRfying and then analyzing what you currently spend your Rme on, versus your intended role in 
the organizaRon maps the current disconnects and moves you into uncovering where you are stuck.  
Finding the disconnects is criRcal to starRng on the road that will give you relief and provide clarity 

on advancing your individual moRvaRon, team producRvity, and business growth. 

 
Step 1:  
 

Honest Assessment 
The first step on any journey is seeing the situation clearly.     
 

 
1. Start by examining the amount of Rme you spend on your tasks and job responsibiliRes.   
2. Think big picture about your role and responsibiliRes.  Usually, there are 5 or 6 major Job 

responsibiliRes that comprise our work.  Group them accordingly. 
3. The pie chart is helpful in chunking down your work, to think about smoothing out busy times, 

quarterly must-dos, and other mandatory assignments.  Besides, who doesn’t love pie, baked or 
metaphorical as in 3.14?  And data can be your best friend.   

4. When thinking about the time you spend on work tasks and breaking them into percentages, be 
honest about all the time it takes you to do something.  Include the getting ready phase in terms 
of time for your mindset and organizing materials, files, emails, etc., herding the cats, and other 
aspects of what it takes to complete.  

 
Note: Steps 1 and 2 can be done in concert with each other.  The dance back and forth can inform what 
is to where you want to be and vice-versa.   
 
Looking at the pie chart, divide your tasks into 
quarters (25% chunks) and then adjust 
accordingly. 
 

 

 
For Example, this is a list of what the sales manager 
currently spends their time on. 
 

CURRENT HONEST ASSESSMENT 

Tasks/Responsibility % Time Takes 

1 Review team sales 
reports 

50% 

2 Update CRM 10% 

3 IdenRfy new 
prospects/opportuniRes 

10% 

4 Personnel Mtgs 20% 

5 Network and 
RelaRonships 

5% 

6 OrganizaRonal Mtgs 5% 

TOTAL 100% 

50%

10%

10%

20%

5%
5%
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CURRENT HONEST ASSESSMENT 
 

Task/Responsibility % Time Spent Now 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

TOTAL  

25%

25%25%

25%
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Step 2:  Role and Mission Alignment  
The next step is setting the desired state of where you want to be.   
 

 
1. What should you be doing in your role every day?   
2. What do you want to be doing?   
3. Where can you realign your tasks and responsibilities to better serve the company's bottom 

line and your interest?   
4. Find the concepts that encapsulate your work tasks and support your stepping into being a 

bigger organizational contributor.  
 

 
Visualize how you spend your time by moving 
the lines and seeing the percentages of each 
task. 
 
 

 

 
Notice the shift in thinking about how to grow the 
business, working with the team instead of 
reviewing teamwork; stepping into being a bigger 
player in the organization to manage up better.  
 

ROLE AND MISSION ALIGNMENT 
Tasks/Responsibility % Time 

Ideal 
1   Keep Pipeline Full/ new 

relaRonships (work with 
team)  

20% 

2 Train on new Products 10% 
3 Team Mtgs/Individual 

Mtgs 
20% 

4 Network and 
RelaRonships 

15% 

5 OrganizaRonal Mtgs 10% 
6 Admin – CRM/Reports 25% 

TOTAL 100% 

 

20%

10%

20%
15%

10%

25%
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ROLE AND MISSION ALIGNMENT 
 

Task/Responsibility % Time Ideal  

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

TOTAL  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

25%

25%25%

25%
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Step 3: Close the Gap 
Focus on the differences between the two pie charts, not how you got there and who is 
to blame.  

 
 

1. Compare the two charts.   
2. Rewrite your lists from Step 1 and Step 2 side-by-side below.  Pro Tip:  Write legibly, it's a 

bigger issue than you would think, reading your writing. 
3. Answer the questions asked.   
4. Use the questions to dig into your percentages.   
5. Be honest and a picture will emerge.  Your intuition will guide you if you were truly honest 

when you filled in your tasks and responsibilities. 
6. Prioritize where you are most out of whack with what you want and what your employer 

wants. 
7. Take out 3 color pens and mark the last column on your chart accordingly: 

- Green: Identity what you can change. 
- Red: Identity what you can't change.   
- Yellow:  Identify where you don’t know what to do or where to begin.   

8. Quantify what you found and ask for what you need. 
9. Continue analysis and seek guidance from an expert (that’s me!). 

 

ROLE AND MISSION ALIGNMENT 

Task/Responsibility % Time 
Ideal 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

TOTAL  

CURRENT HONEST ASSESSMENT 
 

Task/Responsibility % Time 
Spent Now 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

TOTAL  
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Ask Yourself And the Answer is… Color 
1. How many places is what I do and what I could be 

doing out of whack? What is on one list and didn’t 
make it on the other? 

  

   
2. How did it get out of whack? (Don’t dwell, just a 

quick review to see the origin of the problem): 
- It’s been like this from day one  
- Business model suffering: I get dumped on 
- I did it to myself 
- No clue 

  

   
3. Is there enough time in my work week to get it all 

done?   Am I consistently running over 100% of my 
time? 

  

   
4. What systems or people are in the way?  Such as: 

- Resources or knowledge 
- My place in the hierarchy 
- Company Culture 
- My direct supervisor 

Often it is a combo of multiple issues – list them all out. 

  

   
5. What can I do to be more in organizational 

alignment? 
- Contributing to the bottom line and company 

growth? 
- Invaluable to the infrastructure 
- Solid Brand 

  

   
6. What does my intuition tell me about next steps? 

- Nothing will ever change 
- I have some responsibility in my current situation 
- There are things I can stop doing and things I can 

start doing to change my situation 

  

   
7. Identify the next steps and where to get support.   
- Who can help you move into the role and manager 

you are destined to be?  It may not be who you 
expect, especially within your current organization. 

  

Honesty is the key to Clarity 
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Congratulations, you are on the road!  
 
After implementing the steps in this exercise, you will notice that armed with the knowledge of 
where you are headed you will face choice points in your day.   You will think twice about doing 
what you have always done or changing your perspective on what is best for you, your team, 
and the organization now.   
 
You are the most important part of carving out the path to be your best self.   
 
This is your time to find what and how you want to contribute to your organization.  Changing 
old patterns takes new tools, support, continued awareness, and relentless practice.   I promise 
you that it will get easier.    
 
Sometimes it’s a few steps forward and when you feel you are going back, reach out and get 
support.   I’ve got your back.  Please email me what changed for you and what you learned.   
 
And there is more to learn.  

Follow me here on facebook (https://www.facebook.com/managingannoyingpeople) as I’ll be 
sharing more tips, tools, and information to help make you essential to your boss and 
indispensable to your organization.     

 

You are too special to be annoyed.  Be audacious instead!  

Un-annoyingly Yours, 

  

Ilene Marcus 

                             ps.  One more thought… 

 
 


